
Samaritans who made life miserable for the Jews when they were finally 
permitted to return to their homeland. I would discover that the Jews 
hated the Samaritans with a hatred surpassing their hatred of complete 
foreigners.  
 
If someone told me this about the people in this whodunnit, then I would 
be forced to come to a much fuller conclusion about the story. I would 
conclude that God's world is one in which the one I hate the most might 
be the very one God uses to save me. That God has not divided the world 
up into an IN and OUT crowd. That, in fact, WE ARE ONE in God. THIS is 
a much harder gospel – one that you and I are not going to be able to 
understand and live without the maturity of faith. 
 
If you looked at the bible in this way, you would be doing what they call 
HISTORICAL-CRITICAL BIBLE STUDY: understanding – through the 
history - what others would have known at the time of the first 
storytelling, to know more about what the story really was telling the 
listeners of that time and thus more of what God might be telling us now. 
 

 

FORM 
 

 

Let me try something else:  
Three strings walk into a bar. One walks up to the bartender and orders 
a drink. Bartender says: 'You a string?' 'Yes,' he says. 'We don't serve 
your type in here.' String walks away. Second string walks up and orders 
a drink. Bartender says: 'You a string?' 'Yes,' she says. 'We don't serve 
your type in here.' String walks away. Third string fluffs up her ends, 
makes them soft and frizzy, walks up and orders a drink. Bartender 
says: 'You a string?' The third string says: 'No. I'm a frayed knot." (insert 
groan here)  
 

Ok, yes – a completely irrelevant joke. But, here's my 
point: you knew after the first 5 words where this was 
going. You knew that it was a joke, that there would be 
3 episodes, the first 2 would be the same and the third 
would end in a change-up and your job would be to 
laugh and groan. That's because it's a FORM. It is 
something we do again and again, and we all know how 
to participate in it.  

 
So, for example, healing stories have a form, too, and everyone knew it. 
There is a setting and a person with an affliction. Something happens 
that brings the illness to Jesus' attention, there's a word or action by 
Jesus, there's a healing and a response from the one who is healed 
and/or by the onlookers. If there is more, then we get to ask: Why? 

So, if suddenly in the middle of a perfectly normal healing story you 
hear: "We must work the works of the One who sent me while it is day; 
night is coming when no one can work. As long as I am in the world, I am 
the light of the world”, you might suspect that something had been 
added, that someone had inserted some treasured words of Jesus – and 
that maybe the meaning of the story and of those words had changed by 
putting them together.  
 
If you looked into the story in this way, you would be doing FORM BIBLE 
STUDY.  
 

 

VERBAL THREADS 
 

 

The spiritual discipline of biblical storytelling is one in which you speak 
passages, phrases and words over and over, and try remember them as 
they were given to you. So, you notice things more than if you were just 
listening or preparing to read it. 
 
So we might notice what are called verbal threads – words or phrases 
that are repeated throughout and which create a kind of stream or 
theme through the story. One reason for this repetition is that it is the 
technique storytellers universally have used to craft a story to make it  
retrievable by the next teller. Another reason is that, of course, the way 
we tell a story is different from the way we write a story. It is more 
repetitive, more dramatic, more circular. 
 
So, some verbal threads must be heard in a vibrant storytelling to really 
get what is being conveyed. In the story of the man blind from birth who 
is healed and no-one believes it (John 9:1-34), he is "the blind man", "the 
man who formerly had been blind", "the man whose eyes were opened", 
"the man who received his sight". It is said so often! It is said five times 
in the space of one short description: "The leaders did not believe that he 
had been blind and had received his sight until they called the parents 
of the man who had received his sight and asked them, “Is this your son, 
who you say was born blind? How then does he now see?”  
 
In preparing to tell this, I thought to myself: This is too much. I'm going 
to leave some of this out. Those gospel writers didn't know how to tell a 
story like I do. Then I asked myself: What if there is a reason it is written 
this way? Perhaps, in fact, it is this way precisely because it is so 
ridiculous. The teller is underlining how the people kept on seeing him 
as BLIND, even when he no longer was. The Truth was there – there – 
there – there – and they could not see it. 
 



Another thread: When the man is first healed, the people ask him an off-
side question: "Where is he (Jesus) now?" The man answers, "Duh. I 
dunno."  I thought to myself: This is not helpful to the story. I'm going to 
leave it out. Those gospel writers didn't know how to tell a story like I 
do...”  
 
But, then I looked at the repeated pattern of the people‘s questions. In 
this first interaction, his answer shows him to be just some regular guy, 
not a scholar, with no great answers, no agenda – even kind of ignorant. 
He is you and I. 
 
Something happens in the thread that follows: He gets smarter and 
smarter every time he answers. By the end, he comes up with a 3-part 
answer to their theological conflict that actually tears down the beliefs 
on which their interpretation of the law is built. He nails it. 
 
The thread reveals a message: If you keep demanding that people retract 
what they have experienced and believe about the power of Jesus, you 
will end up with very articulate adversaries. In effect: Don't mess with 
Jesus' disciples. 
 
And fourthly, to delve into the story and make use of it as a medium for 
self-exploration, expression and a transformational tool with others, we 
must take the time to make...  
 

 

CONNECTIONS 
 

 

We must dare to understand, first, what the storyteller and her/his 
audience felt, thought and already knew, in telling the tale - and find the 
equivalents in our own life. We must also plumb the depths of our own 
reactions to these situations, some of which will be different from those 
of the original teller. Who do we like in the story? Who really bothers us? 
If we can be daring in exploring the motivations, strengths and 
weaknesses of the story's characters, we will be powerful in making holy 
connections for others.  
 
Nowadays, the assumption is that stories are for children – that once you 
grow up and learn to think, you will stop telling stories and start telling 
“the truth” - in abstract concepts. But, isn’t a Story a much more full, 
multi-layered way of conveying Truth? Jesus thought so. We are a 
people gifted by God with a Story. Let us tell it!  
 
 

Linnea Good is an accredited teller with the Academy for Biblical Storytelling 
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FOUR WAYS TO GO DEEPER WITH BIBLICAL STORYTELLING 

by Linnea Good 
 

 

Scripture is a Living Word – an open opportunity to meet God and be 
changed in the encounter. Obviously it is not the black and white on the 
page that make the Bible a living thing. The Word of God is in the 
interaction between God and the reader, between the people who speak 
and listen, between the people who receive and respond. The Word is a 
verb, an event, something that happens. The Christian scriptures 
become the Word again and again when we engage them – tell them, say 
them, pray them, sing them, enact them - and when, out of that, God 
spurs us to interact with Creation. 
 
Our relationship with God will be deeper when we allow ourselves to go 
deeper into the layers of the text. Like in a Sherlock Holmes mystery, 
when I walk into a room, I want to know what is really going on between 
these people. Sometimes scripture itself tries to tell you exactly what 
you are supposed to understand from the story. But, if you are a 
detective, you will study it more closely, get past the immediate answers, 
and draw your own conclusions. 
 

 

HISTORICAL-CRITICAL 
 

 

In a whodunnit, a decent detective might survey the scene, get the story 
from one person and draw a simple conclusion about what had just 
happened. That answer might be good. So, for example, let's say I hear a 
story about a person who is walking along a road and gets beaten up by 
thugs and 2 people walk by and don't help, and then 1 person walks by 
and does help and leaves money for his ongoing care. From a simple 
survey of the situation, I might draw the conclusion that the message of 
this story is: BE NICE AND HELP. GO THE DISTANCE. And that's a good 
message. That's a nice gospel. We can all use a bit of that. That's what a 
decent detective would conclude.  
 

But. If I were a really good detective – like Sherlock Holmes – I wouldn't 
settle for that. I would interview every single person in that story, 
separate them and interview them solo. I'd ask everybody what they 
knew about the situation. Then, I might find out some things I didn't 
know at first glance. One of them might tell me that some of 
those people hated  each other – hated each other because of 
a long history where they used to be the same people, but 
when most Jews were taken away into captivity, a bunch 
stayed and became like their conquerors. It was these  


